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Summary. 
Four types of flow in boundary-layer bleeds are discussed. Expressions are given for calculating the 

bleed internal drag for the various types using two alternative definitions of drag. Some general curves 
are plotted which show the dependence of bleed drag on bleed pressure recovery and free stream Mach 
number. A number of calculated and measured bleed pressure recoveries are compared. Calculations 
have been made which show under what conditions there is no longer a performance advantage in 
'burying' engines within the adjacent body or wing. Other calculations compare the drag obtained by 
ejecting the bleed air slowly (base bleed) with no boattailing on the nacelle and ejecting the air as a high 
speed flow combined with the concomitant boat-tailing. 
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1. Introduction. 

Intakes positioned on bodies or wings have the problem of dealing with the boundary layer on those 
surfaces. The boundary layer is subject to any pre-entry pressure rise of the intake and may thicken or 
separate, with undesirable effects on intake efficiency and stability of operation. It is usual, particularly 
at supersonic speeds (because of the magnitude of the overall pressure rise), to bleed or divert this boundary 
layer away from the intake before the start of the compression process. This means that a bleed or diverter 
drag has to be included in the total performance evaluation. 

Since boundary-layer bleed air may be used in a variety of ways e.g. as cooling air for equipment or 
as a source of secondary air for an ejector propelling nozzle, it is often difficult to evaluate the precise 
drag penalty associated with this air. However by specifying bleed exit conditions, momentum calcula- 
tions can be made to establish broad differences in drag as between various ways of dealing with the flow. 

2. Method of Calculation. 

2.1. T~vpes of Flow. 

Four types of flow through a bleed duct system can be distinguished : these are controlled by the exit 
area of the duct, internal shape near to the exit plane and conditions imposed at the exit by the internal 
flow. In the first place, the bleed duct may act in the same manner as a main engine air intake. A correct 
choice of exit area will enable the intake to run in its critical flow condition i.e. accepting the full flow 
defined by its entry plane area, with a normal shock positioned at the entry plane. Unless the pressure 
recovery of the duct is very low, the exit flow will be at sonic velocity at all supersonic free stream speeds 
except near M = 1. 

A second type of flow is obtained by adding an expanding passage downstream of the choked minimum 
duct area. The bleed flow is then expanded down to free stream or possibly a base static pressure and 
discharged at supersonic velocity. 

A third type of flow is that usually known as base bleed, in which the air is controlled to emerge at 
low subsonic velocity into a base region. In doing so it occupies a relatively large area and has a low total 
pressure. Various experiments 1.2 have shown that under these conditions the level of base pressure 
on any residual solid base area (and the static pressure at exit of the bleed air which is at the same value) 
can be appreciably higher than the level without base bleed. In one example base pressure ratio Pb/Poo 
for an axisymmetric body without boat-tail was raised from 0"6 to 0"8 at Moo = 2-0. 

Experiments at O.N.E.R.A. 3 and R.A.E. 4 at M,, = 1.90 show that if an exit for base bleed is provided 
around the primary propulsive jet, the static pressure in the bleed air, PBLo~, can be not only higher than 
the level of base pressure without bleed, but actually above the level of p~, say around 1-1 p~. The level 
of exit pressure achieved depends on bleed mass flow and on the degree of expansion of the primary jet : 
in particular PBLox is highest when the primary jet is itself not fully expanded. 

Calculations of bleed drag can be made for an arbitrary range of values of PBLoJPOO to show what 
values must be achieved to make this mode of ejection of the bleed air comparable with or better than the 
others discussed. The low bleed exit velocity means that bleed total pressure is low and for this reason 
the bleed internal drag may well be higher than for a process which involves minimizing total pressure 
loss. However, because the area occupied by the bleed air is much greater than that occupied in the higher 
total-pressure condition, a reduction in external drag may be obtained as a result of reducing or even 
completely eliminating a boat-tail. 



T h e  fourth system discussed is one in which the bleed flow is supersonic throughout the duct. If a con- 
stant-area duct is chosen then the only net force acting is internal skin friction : hence the internal drag 
can be calculated approximately in a fairly simple manner. The main problem with this case is the practical 
one of actually obtaining a supersonic through-flow. Supersonic internal flow will not be achieved if the 
build-up of boundary layer in the duct is such as to decelerate the flow so that it chokes at any station. 
Criteria for establishing the supersonic internal flow condition and experimental verification for constant 
area circular ducts in a uniform flow have been discussed in Ref. 5. 

2.2. Application of Momentum Equation. 
The basic expression for calculating internal drag is of course the same for all the above systems. It 

has been given before 6 for any air intake system in free-stream conditions. 
The control surfaces chosen must be made consistent with definitions of engine thrust and external 

drag of the aircraft. A consistent system is illustrated in Fig. la. Engine thrust is given by: 

- T= 2q~ A~-{(pox-pJ+2q¢~} A¢~. (1) 

Bleed internal drag similarly is: 

DBL~n, = 2qoo ABL= -- {(P~--P~o)+ 2qo,,) ABLo. (2) 

Aircraft ,drag is the sum of wave drag and skin-friction drag of the portion shown shaded in Fig. la 
plus also the pre-entry drag associated with the exposed streamtube surfaces between station (~) and the 
entry plane of the intakes. 

Equation (2) however is not always the most convenient form. Ifa comparison was being made between 
a bleed duct and a boundary-layer diverter or if the drag of an auxiliary air intake was required, it would 
be more convenient to define aircraft drag as the wave and skin-friction drag of the shaded portion 
shown in Fig. lb. In this case thrust would be given by: 

- T = {(p~- P~o) + 2q,} A~,,- {(P~x- Poo) + 2qox} A~,, (3) 

(the suffix I indicates local 'free stream' conditions*) and bleed internal drag (from Ref. 7), by : 

DBL,= . = ~ {(p,--p~)+2q,} ASL,,=--{(P¢~,--P~)+ 2q~} ASL.,~ (4) 

where 

~' o 

is the ratio of momentum flux in the boundary layer (to height h) to that in the local 'free stream' over 
the same height h. 

2.3. Evaluation of Equation (2). 
It is convenient to rewrite equation (2) as : 

CDBL'nt = qooA~n- A,. [ \Poo qoo e~x "Po~" q~  Aen 
(5) 

*The plane T is taken to be at the intake entry plane and defines conditions of pressure and velocity 
on the body or wing at this station in the absence of the intake. 
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If now bleed exit flow conditions are specified, such as 
(a) Sonic velocity at exit; 
(b) expansion of the Need flow in a divergent nozzle to p~ = p~ ; or 
(c) ejection at low subsonic velocity at p~ = Pb, it is possible to express the bleed drag in terms of bleed 

mass flow (as a proportion of main engine flow) and pressure recovery. Thus for case (a) : 

{(0'283, a) CoaLim A~n __ PBL,,x Poo P~+0'7396PBL"xP~ A*L~ 

where A~Lex is the sonic exit area for the bleed flow, so that" 

(6) 

* A B L J A e n  ABL~x __ 

Aen PBL~x A~" 
P~ 'A*  

Similarly for case (b) when P~x/P~o = 1. 

T~--\Pox/BL P~ "q~ Ao°j' 

M q The quantities BL~., (p)  BL, and ( - ~ )  follow from an evaluation of: 
BL.x 

P) - PJP~ 
BL¢~ PBL~JP~ 

and ABL°~ is of course x BLex 
Aen BL,~x Aen 

(7) 

For case (c) equation (5) applies where as before MBL~ etc. follow from: 

P) = PBLox/Pa~ 
BL,~ PBLoz X Po~ " 

P~ P~ 

2.4. Evaluation of Equation (4). 

It is shown in Ref. 7 that the ratio =-: can be written as 

where 

¢ 
Ct 

h/,~ 

o 



and is given in Fig. 5 of Ref. 7. 
As for equation (2), equation (4) can be evaluated for the three exit flow conditions of sonic velocity, 

PBLox = P~o and PaLo~ = Pb. 
Assuming that the bleed runs 'full' i.e. that the bleed exit area is sufficiently large to pass all the flow 

in the boundary layer up to the full height of the bleed duct, equation (4) becomes : 

DBLlm V 2q9 q! ~" 
C o r a L t n  t = - -  = p~ A¢~ I_ ~bl q® 

ABL~n 
Aen 

(9) 

Then for case (a), introducing sonic exit conditions as before: 

E 
[ ( 0  1) P ~  q~]  * - "5283 PBL~ P~o Poo+0.7396 x. ABLo. 

Po~ " Po~ qoo Ae, 
(10) 

The bleed duct mass flow is given by: 

mblee d = m! 

where m~ = Pl Vz ABL,~ and m is the boundary-layer mass-flow ratio given in Fig. 1 of Ref. 7. This is 
m! 

a function of h/5 (bleed height in relation to boundary layer thickness) and the index of the power law 
distribution of velocity in the boundary layer. 

N o w  

-- /~-.-," ) ABL"" m = ABL , PBLox * 
mt ABLon Pt ~ ABLo. 

(if it is assumed that Tt = TBL.x) 
where ABL, is the area in the local 'free stream' that would be occupied at the local flow conditions of 
Ml and Pt by the boundary-layer flow into the bleed. 

Thus equation (10) becomes: 

CD..L,n~ = L' q~Z q:o Ae. 

1) 
P! 

m 
m! 

(11) 



For cases (b) and (c): 

CDBLtnt 

where as before: 

and 

and 

2 t~ ql + Pt 

ABL°~ (12) 
Aen 



3.2. Bleed Flow. 
Rough estimates of boundary-layer thickness on slender wings can be made by treating the wing as a 

flat plate. The Reynolds number for any particular spanwise station is based on local distance from the 
wing leading edge and t$ can be derived from the curves of C s and 0/6 in Ref. 12. As shown in Fig. 6, 
except near to the centreline ridge, fair agreement between measurements i a and simple estimates of this 
nature are obtained. 

For the sake of simplicity in the calculations that follow it is assumed that the bleed is the full width 
of the nacelle entry and that the hBLoff6 = I. Thus as we have seen the bleed flow can be defined. 

It should however be pointed out an aircraft designer may make a different choice of bleed geometry. 
Most experimental investigations of the variation of pressure recovery of a main intake with degree of 
immersion in the wing or fuselage boundary layer gives maximum pressure recovery at hBLoff6 values 
that are slightly below unity. Thus as bleed drag is proportional to bleed flow the optimum value of 
hBLo,/6 is probably 0"7 to 0"8. The bleed also may not necessarily be the same width as the nacelle entry. 
A better drag compromise may be obtained by ducting the middle portion of the boundary-layer flow 
and diverting the outer portions. 

4. Calculations. 

4.1. The Performance Advantage Obtained by Burying Engines. 
A comparison can be made of the drag of a buried engine installation with that of an isolated or podded 

nacelle i.e. it can be determined under what conditions (of bleed pressure recovery, bleed size and free 
stream Mach number) the boundary-layer bleed drag becomes comparable with the drag of an isolated 
nacelle. 

The nacelle shown in Fig. 7 has been used for these calculations, positioned with its centreline 145ft 
(Case I) and 33ft (Case II) back from the wing leading edge. 

It is assumed that in both cases the engine is buried in the wing to such an extent that, with the side 
walls of the nacelle parallel to the free stream, the top of the cowl adds no wave drag to the basic shape. 
The bleed is assumed to be the full width of the nacelle entry and hBLeJ~ is taken to be 1-0. 

The drag and proportions of an isolated axisymmetric nacelle with the same maximum cross sectional 
area, are shown in Fig. 8. 0 

To be consistent as shown in Fig. 9 it is necessary to use equations (11) and (12) to calculate bleed drag, 
assuming Pt = Poo and Ms = Moo. A comparison can then be made between the bleed drag for a nacelle 
having no incremental wave drag (Fig. 7) and the wave and skin-friction drag of a podded nacelle, which 
in turn has no bleed drag. It is assumed that the wave plus skin-friction drag of the strut connecting the 
podded nacelle to the wing can be roughly equated to the side wall skin-friction drag of the buried nacelle 
which is the only additional friction component in that case. 

For Case I, with axial sonic discharge of the bleed air, Fig. 10 shows the influence of bleed-pressure 
recovery. The majority of the experimental results of Fig. 5 appear to give recoveries within 80 to 90 per 
cent of the theoretical normal shock value. A realistic figure for an actual installation will obviously 
depend on total wetted surface area in the duct, rates of diffusion, radii of curvature of bends etc. The 
effect of 10 deg isentropic compressive turning of the flow before the normal shock is also shown in this 
figure and should be compared with the result for 100 per cent theoretical normal shock recovery. A 
worthwhile gain is shown, corresponding to the improvement in bleed recovery given in Fig. 4. 

Substantial reduction in bleed flow can be achieved by placing the engines further outboard from the 
aircraft centreline. A typical effect on drag is shown in Fig. 11 where Cases I and II are compared using 
90 per cent of theoretical normal shock recovery (with sonic axial discharge). In the outboard position, 
of course, it may not be possible to submerge the necessary engine volume in the wing and hence the 
assumption of zero nacelle wave drag may be invalidated. 

Further on Fig. 11 the effects of supersonic axial discharge are shown, as are also the results of a cal- 
culation of bleed drag assuming that the bleed flow is wholly supersonic. In this last case it has been 
assumed that the skin-friction drag is that appropriate to the free stream Mach number and Reynolds 



number. The bleed runs the full length (40 ft) of the nacelle as shown in Fig. 7. As can be seen (for the 
case of high bleed flow) both these methods give increasing gains in performance over the result for sonic 
discharge as free-stream Mach number increases. 

4.2. Comparison of Subsonic (Base Bleed) and Supersonic Ejection of Bleed Air. 
Equation (8) can be evaluated for a particular bleed flow and a range of values for P~LojP~ provided 

that the exit area for the bleed AnLo,/Ao, is known. A series of calculations for base bleed has been made, 
assuming that the maximum area of the nacelle and the area of the fully expanded nozzle are both known 
and that there is no boat-tailing, so that the area for base bleed is determined by the difference of these 
two. 

ABLcJAe, = Amax/Aon-- A~/Ao . 

Hence if the primary jet exit area is reduced, corresponding to the jet being less than fully expanded, 
the base bleed exit area is correspondingly increased. 

Results for a bleed flow of 5 per cent of the main intake flow at Moo = 2.2 are shown in Fig. 12. If 
values of PBLc./P-~ in the region 1.3 to 1.5 can be obtained, then negligible or even negative bleed drags 
can be obtained. However if this occurs only at low values of Aj/A ma~there will be an appreciable loss of 
primary thrust due to the jet underexpansion. 

In Fig. 13, some of the highest values for P~LoJP~ so far measured 3,4 are shown against a background 
of curves (similar to those of Fig. 12) calculated for M~ = 1.9, the approximate Mach number of the test 
measurements If the change in gross thrust from the jet is now added to the bleed drag, Fig. 14 is obtained 
and indicates that in general there is no significant overall gain by underexpanding the main jet to increase 
bleed exit static pressure and hence reduce bleed drag. 

Measured values of PaLJP,~ vary with bleed mass flow as shown in Fig. 15. However calculations of 
bleed drag indicate that in this particular configuration of constant-bleed exit area and varying bleed flow 
the minimum bleed drag is obtained at about  msL/mj = 0.02 (Fig. 16). 

Conditions at the bleed exit are shown in Fig. 17 and indicate that the flow is being ejected with low 
total head and at low velocity. These low values of total head are an automatic result of specifying bleed- 
flow exit area and exit static pressure. Physically they would be obtained by the bleed running super- 
critically so that supersonic flow developed in the bleed duct downstream of the entry until the resulting 
losses due to shockwaves and to boundary-layer effects were sufficient to reduce the total pressure ratio 
to the required level (0' 1 to 0.17). 

If the bleed duct is designed to minimize total pressure loss and the minimum choking area is chosen 
so that the bleed intake will run in a 'critical' flow condition, then from equation (7) the bleed drag can 
be calculated for the exit condition PBLo~ = P~. The area occupied by the bleed air can be arranged, as 
before, around the main jet, but in general, the bleed now occupies quite a small cross-sectional area, so 
that : 

A max__ Aj ~- ABLe. -~ Abase or boattail 

Ae. Ae~ Aen Aen 

Hence a further drag due to either a solid base or a boat-tail has now to be added. 
Assuming a boat-tail to make up the difference between Am~xand (A j+  ABLo,), it is possible to calculate 

its drag, for h given boat-tail angle, from two-dimensional flow considerations. In Fig. 18 the internal drag 
of the bleed is shown for various values of PBLoJP~. The area occupied by this air AnLoJA m,,is also 
shown. For a given value of PBLo,/POO the drag due to a boat-tail which occupies the rest of the base area 
can now be added. Taking the value PBLox/P~ = 0'3 at Moo -- 2-2 and adding the drag due to boat-tailing, 
a comparison can be made (Fig. 19), between this configuration and the previously considered arrangement 
where all the residual base area was occupied with bleed air and there was no boat-tail. In the present 
example, it is seen that if the fully expanded nozzle occupies 0.7 of the maximum area of nacelle and the 
boat-tail angle is 5 deg, the arrangement with base bleed and no boat-tail gives the lower drag provided 
the exit pressure of the bleed air is greater than 1.17 p~. The corresponding minimum exit pressure when 
comparing with 10 deg boat-tail angle is 0.98 P~o. 



5. Conclusions. 

1. Formulae are developed for the calculation of internal drag of a boundary-layer bleed, according 
to either of two definitions, to which correspond respectively two different definitions of external drag. 
Some general curves showing the variation of bleed drag with bleed pressure recovery have been given. 

2. Measured and calculated bleed pressure recoveries show the same order of difference as exist 
between these two quantities for main engine air intakes. 

3. Calculations show that if a nacelle is installed at the rear on the centreline of a typical large slender 
wing aircraft then the bleed drag can become equal to an isolated nacelle drag in the region Moo = 2.6 to 
2.8. 

4. It would seem desirable to improve upon normal-shock recoveries for bleeds, particularly at Mach 
numbers in excess of 2.0. It has been shown that even 10 deg of isentropic compression leads to a substan- 
tial decrease in bleed drag. 

5. If bleeds with isentropic internal supersonic flow can be developed then they appear to have a drag 
variation which drops with free stream Mach number and therefore may prove an attractive alternative 
to the diffuser type of bleed at higher Mach numbers. 
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